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Siemens Settles With World Bank on Bribes
Company Will Pay $100 Million to Help Combat Corruption and Forgo Bidding on
Contracts for Two Years

By VANESSA FUHRMANS

Siemens AG reached a settlement with the World Bank over bribery allegations,

agreeing to pay $100 million to help anticorruption efforts and to forgo bidding on

any of the development bank's projects for two years.

The agreement marks the latest step in Siemens's quest to rehabilitate its image in

the wake of a bribery scandal that forced several of its top executives to resign.

The agreement with the World Bank also follows much larger settlements with U.S.

and German regulators.

Investigators have alleged that the German engineering conglomerate spent more

than $1 billion in recent years bribing government officials in at least 10 countries

to win contracts on projects ranging from supplying power and medical equipment

to building refineries.

The World Bank's investigation focused specifically on an urban-transport project

the bank financed in Moscow.

The bank tries to root out fraud and corruption in projects it helps finance, and it

has penalized more than 350 companies and individuals in the past decade by

permanently or temporarily banning them from receiving future World Bank

contracts.

The Siemens agreement is the first to involve a financial settlement, a World Bank

spokesman said.

Under the terms of the accord, the company pledged to pay $100 million over the

next 15 years to combat corruption though training and education, help

governments recover assets stolen by corrupt leaders and strengthen efforts to

crack down on corrupt practices, the bank said.

Siemens also voluntarily agreed to shut itself out of World Bank contract bids until

the end of 2010. It said it would also withdraw any bids that weren't accepted as of

January 2009.

Siemens said it has generated roughly $160 million in annual revenue in recent

years from World Bank-financed projects.

As part of the settlement, Siemens's Russian unit faces a ban of up to four years

from project contracts there. The company also agreed to provide information on

any other cases of wrongdoing.
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But the comprehensive settlement means the company won't face any additional

World Bank sanctions involving subsidiaries in other countries.

"That's a significant benefit for us," said Peter Solmssen, Siemens's general counsel

and a management-board member.

Though Siemens still faces investigations in several other countries, the World

Bank agreement is a major milestone in resolving the bribery scandal.

In December, the company agreed to pay $800 million in fines -- the largest penalty

ever imposed under the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act -- to end litigation

claims by the U.S. Justice Department and the Securities and Exchange

Commission.

It has also agreed to pay €596 million, or $839.4 million, to German authorities,

including a €201 million fine levied by a Munich court in 2007.

Despite the record settlements, Siemens has managed to avoid much larger

sanctions by cooperating with various officials.

A Justice Department filing in December said the agency would have sought much

larger fines had it not been for the "extraordinary steps" taken by Siemens to

cooperate with authorities and beef up its compliance procedures.

And Mr. Solmssen said it was Siemens that brought the specifics of the Russian case

to the World Bank's attention in 2007.

Write to Vanessa Fuhrmans at vanessa.fuhrmans@wsj.com
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